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DESTINATION | BURGUNDY

Paolo Gerbaldo

A stop-off full of charm that
satisfies the most demanding
travellers. Burgundy, whose
history is written by its
buildings, designs its day
by means of an art de vivre
that makes it one of the most
popular places.

BURGU NDY

DESTINATION | BURGUNDY

S y n o n y m ou s with g r ea t win es and gastronom y, thi s regi on i n
c e n t r a l F r an ce is a h idden g e m t o be d i scovered cal m l y, seeki ng
ou t it s h id ea way s sca tter ed am ong t he vi neyard s and t he net w ork
of o ld w a t er wa y s.
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Paolo Gerbaldo

Hôtel-Golf du
Château de Chailly-sur-Armançon
a day at the castle

A must for those in search of the essence of the art
de vivre. The old Burgundian mansion is characterised
today both by its wide -open and unusual spaces and
its excellent service.
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n authentic traditional French
universe for a privileged stay in a gentle, calm and serene setting.
These are the traits that make Hôtel-Golf du Château de Chaillysur-Armançon a must for those in search of the essence of the art
de vivre. The Renaissance beauty of the imposing architectural
structure of the castle-mansion is substantially intact. The inner
courtyard with its pavé thus welcomes guests who then reach the
entrance hall: an almost symbolic passage which leads to a place
with a most soothing atmosphere.
The old Burgundian mansion is characterised today both by its
wide-open and unusual spaces, like the chapel converted into an
artistic symbol of peace and spirituality, and the excellent service it
affords those who are fortunate enough to immerse themselves in
the fascinating atmosphere of the Château de Chailly.
The culinary ritual proposed by the chef Jean-Alain Poitevin in
the gourmet restaurant L’Armançon is one of research, constantly
evolving, among the re-visitation of the classics of Burgundy and
more creative ideas. All of this is played out paying attention to the
raw materials, the techniques and the season so as to design a menu
capable of exciting the palate.
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But to all this is also added a special opportunity: that of taking
advantage of a magnificent 18-hole golf course. On the golf course
at Chailly, in fact, the classical harmony of the French-style park
blends with the challenging greens designed by Thierry Specher and
Géry Waline.
Rewarded by an excellent position that allows it to project itself
out over on Burgundy, Hôtel-Golf du Château de Chailly-surArmançon bids welcome with a classic setting and modern comfort.
The objective of this synthesis is fully reached: a fragment of bliss for
the perfect pleasure of privileged guests.

INFO HOTEL

HOTEL-GOLF DU CHATEAU DE
CHAILLY
Chailly-sur-Armançon, France
www.chailly.com
Rooms & Suites 45
Villas 0 - Restaurants 2
Spa no
Children yes
Chain LifeClasse
Affiliation none
Activities
golf, excursions
Score		
Environment
Design
Service		
Cuisine		
Health		
Spa		
Rooms		
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